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Generating strong shocks of up to several hundred megabars
makes it possible (1) to explore plasma and material properties
at the most-extreme conditions of energy density and (2) to
develop two-step inertial confinement fusion (ICF) schemes,
where ignition is separated from the main compression of the
thermonuclear fuel. A promising two-step ignition scheme is
shock ignition (SI),1–4 where ignition is triggered by a strong
shock launched at the end of the implosion and driven by a
pressure above +300 Mbar. Detailed reviews of the current
status and physics issues for SI are found in Refs. 5–7. One of
the most-critical issues is that the ignitor spike pulse requires a
laser intensity of 5 # 1015 to 1 # 1016 W/cm2, which will excite
parametric laser–plasma instabilities (LPI’s) in the hot plasma
corona surrounding the imploding capsule, thereby transferring
a significant amount of the laser energy to the hot electrons.
Recent work8–10 demonstrated that hot electrons can enhance
the shock pressure. It is still an open question whether they
might preheat a SI target11 or if the benefits will prevail because
the areal density is large enough to stop them in the shell and
augment the shock.12,13 Another concern pertains to the energy
coupling. The spike pulse must couple sufficient energy into
the target in order to generate a strong-enough shock. LPI’s
may reduce the coupling efficiency and prevent the seed shock
pressure from reaching the required magnitude.
Measuring the pressure at these high intensities directly
is nearly impossible, so it must be instead inferred indirectly.
Experiments in planar geometry at the Laboratoire pour
l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI),14 Omega,15 and
Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS)16 laser facilities have
inferred ablation pressures in the range of + 40 to 90 Mbar,
which were limited by lateral heat flow from the laser spots in
the planar geometries. The lateral transport was suppressed
with the development of a new platform17,18 that applies spherical targets and x-ray diagnostics. It allows one to evaluate the
pressure at shock-ignition–relevant laser intensities. The laser
launches an inwardly propagating shock wave that converges
at the center, heating a small volume and generating a short
x-ray flash that is measured with a time-resolved diagnostic.
The shock-launching conditions are inferred by constraining
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radiation–hydrodynamic simulations to the experimental
observables. Several experiments established this scheme as a
reliable platform using a variety of laser energies, pulse shapes,
and target diameters.
There is a continuing interest in exploring new ablator materials in direct-drive ICF research to improve the hydrodynamic
efficiency,19 mitigate the hot-electron production,20,21 and suppress the Rayleigh–Taylor instability.22–24 Recent theoretical
work demonstrated an overall better performance with mid-Z
ablators than plastic (CH) ablators by suppressing the threshold of detrimental LPI while preserving the hydrodynamic
stability properties.25 All of this work has been performed,
however, at laser intensities of up to +1 # 1015 W/cm2, which
is relevant for the standard hot-spot–ignition concept but not
for the spike interaction in shock ignition. No work has been
performed so far to study how the ablator material affects the
spike interaction.
This article describes for the first time the important role
that the ablator material plays in the interaction physics at
shock-ignition–relevant laser intensities. We discovered that CH
ablators produce significantly more hot electrons than the other
materials and show that differences in the hot-electron production influence the shock formation. Instantaneous conversion
efficiencies (CE’s) of laser energy into hot-electron energy
reach +13% in CH and +4% in C. According to simulations, hot
electrons increase the effective maximum ablation pressure by
+77% in CH and by + 45% in C. This important finding sheds
light on the LPI physics in an intensity and plasma regime that
is insufficiently explored and might provide a path to higherenergy-density states in direct-drive geometry.
The experiment used 60 UV (m = 351 nm) beams from
the OMEGA laser26 with a total energy of 22 to 26 kJ that
were focused to an overlapping beam intensity of up to +5 #
1015 W/cm2 on the surface of a spherical solid target. The beams
were equipped with small-spot phase plates,27 polarization
smoothing,28 and smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD).29
Details on the phase-plate configuration can be found in Ref. 18.
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The targets with an outer diameter of 412 to 496 nm consist
of an inner CH core that is doped with Ti with an atomic concentration of 5% and an outer ablator layer with a thickness of
20 to 46 nm of a different material [Fig. 149.26(a)]. The outer
layer is irradiated with the laser pulse shown in Fig. 149.26(b).
A low-power prepulse of +1-ns duration produces a plasma
corona with which the high-power part of the pulse interacts to
generate the shock and the hot electrons.
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Figure 149.26
(a) Target design consisting of an outer ablator layer of various materials and
an inner Ti-doped plastic core; (b) laser pulse shape.

Four different ablator materials (CH, Be, C, and SiO2) with
different atomic numbers (Z) were used. Table 149.III summarizes the parameters of the ablators. The shock wave converges
in the center, which results in a short burst of x-ray radiation
that is detected spatially and temporally resolved with multiple
x-ray framing cameras. Each framing camera was absolutely
timed through dedicated timing shots19,30 with an accuracy of
30 ps. Time-resolved and time-integrated hard x-ray measurements provide a characterization of the hot-electron population
(hot-electron temperature and total energy). Optical backscatter
diagnostics measure the amount of absorbed laser energy and
the back-reflected laser light.
Figure 149.27(a) shows the measured flash time, which
is defined as the occurrence of the x-ray flash relative to the
start of the laser pulse, for the different ablators with SSD on
(squares) and SSD off (circles) in sequence of increasing Z.
The measured flash times were adjusted to account for differences in target size, laser energy, and ablator thickness. Onedimensional (1-D) radiation–hydrodynamic simulations were
performed with the code LILAC31 to analyze the dependence
of the flash time on these variables for each material using the
actual measured mass densities. The flash times were then
adjusted for an ablator thickness that results in a constant ablator mass, a laser energy of 24 kJ, and a target outer diameter of
430 nm in order to obtain a valid comparison for the different
targets. The data show the general trend of an earlier flash
with increasing Z except for CH, which produced the earliest
flash. Turning SSD off advances the flash in CH by +70 ps,
while no significant effect is observed in the other materials.
Figure 149.27(b) shows the measured time-integrated CE.
Plastic stands out by producing by far the most hot electrons
with up to +2 kJ of total hot-electron energy (time-integrated
CE +8%) deposited in the target when SSD was turned off.
Nine and seven shots were performed for CH with SSD on
and off, respectively, to prove that the observed difference is

Table 149.III: Ablator materials along with the ratio of average mass number and average ionization degree (assuming full ionization), average outer target diameter (OD), average ablator layer thickness, and measured
mass density.
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Figure 149.27
(a) X-ray flash time for different ablators with
smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) on
(squares) and SSD off (circles); (b) measured timeintegrated conversion efficiency (CE) of laser
energy into hot electron energy; (c) stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) backscatter signal; and
(d) ~ /2 signal.
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not an artifact. If CH is treated as an exception, there is the
general trend of a slight increase in hot-electron production with
higher Z. The inferred hot-electron temperatures lie between
60 and 80 keV and are independent of the ablator and SSD. A
high hot-electron fraction corresponds to an earlier flash time,
which indicates that hot electrons play a role in the shock formation and augment its strength. The experimental data provide
information about the dominant mechanism of hot-electron
generation. A clear correlation between hot-electron production
and the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) backscatter signal
is observed [Fig. 149.27(c)]. Switching SSD on significantly
decreases the SRS signal in all ablators, potentially caused by
the suppression of beam filamentation. In contrast, the twoplasmon–decay (TPD) instability, which is the other important
hot-electron–generation mechanism, is unaffected by SSD
and seems to be far less important than SRS in producing hot
electrons. The optical emission generated by electron plasma
waves (EPW’s) with half the laser frequency (~ /2) is much
weaker than the SRS emission and monotonically increases
[Fig. 149.27(d)] with Z.
An effective maximum ablation pressure has been inferred
(see Fig. 149.28) from simulations. The effect of hot electrons
was taken into account by increasing the flux limiter32 so
that the flash time was recovered in the simulations for each
ablator material. Although it has been shown in Ref. 17 that
the pressure increase from hot electrons may be described by
an increased flux limiter, this simplified description does not
capture important details such as slowing down, preheat, and
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Figure 149.28
Inferred effective maximum ablation pressures for the various materials for
an incident laser intensity of 5 # 1015 W/cm 2.

local energy deposition. Additional simulations were performed
for the CH target that included a detailed hot-electron transport
model, which confirmed the pressures shown in Fig. 149.28.
Figure 149.29 shows the inferred time-resolved CE (red)
for two shots with CH (solid) and C (dashed). The blue curves
represent the corresponding laser pulse shapes. The onset of
hot-electron production lags by +0.2 ns with respect to the
31
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Figure 149.29
Inferred time-resolved conversion efficiency (red) and laser pulse shapes (blue)
for two shots with CH (solid curves) and C (dashed curves). Both shots were
taken with SSD off. The time resolution of the conversion efficiency is +100 ps.

rising edge of the laser pulse. This is explained by a strong
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) backscatter spike upon
the arrival of the main pulse, which reduces temporarily the
laser intensity around quarter-critical density `n c 4j below
the threshold of the SRS and TPD instabilities. In addition, the
change in temperature and density scale length in this region
also directly affects the LPI thresholds. The development of
a plateau in the velocity profile in the region between n c 10
and n c 4 promotes a high SBS gain during this time. After the
emission spike with a width of +0.2 ns, SBS remains about constant on a lower level until the end of the laser pulse. Averaged
over the laser pulse shape, SBS scatters back +2% to 3% of the
laser energy with no significant difference between ablators.
Time-resolved measurements of the SRS backscattering appear
to be closely correlated with the hot-electron production. The
time-resolved conversion efficiency is based on the measured
time-resolved hard x-ray emission33 in the photon energy range
between 50 and 100 keV. It is assumed that the instantaneous
amount of hot electrons is proportional to the instantaneous
hard x-ray emission. The conversion efficiencies reached
13!2% and 4!1% in CH and C, respectively, during the second
half of the high-intensity pulse, while the time-integrated CE
over the whole pulse, including the laser energy when no hot
electrons were generated, yielded 9!1% and 3!1% for these
shots, respectively.
The amount of hot-electron energy coupled into the target
core can be estimated with the technique described in Ref. 34
by using two target types that provide the same corona condition and therefore the same hot-electron source but different
32

core conditions. The differences in hard x-ray emission from a
target containing a pure CH core and ablator and the Ti-doped
core with CH ablator were compared. About 25% of the hotelectron energy was deposited beyond the ablator layer into
the unablated dense target, emphasizing the importance of the
energy transport by hot electrons.
The experiments demonstrated significant differences
between CH and C ablators, indicating that the H species plays
an important role in the LPI. To elucidate the SRS physics, 2-D
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations were performed with the code
OSIRIS35 by comparing simulations with and without H in the
vicinity of n c 4 . A simulation with CH was compared to one
where H was removed in the vicinity of n c 4 _n e > 0.2 n ci .
These simulations were designed to identify differences in
the fundamental physics of SRS caused by the presence of H
between CH and C. A boundary with matched density between
CH in the underdense portion and pure C in the higher-density
portion ensured that equal conditions were created for the
laser pulse propagating through the underdense plasma. The
input parameters were obtained from a radiation–hydrodynamic simulation for a CH shot evaluated at 1.5 ns when peak
hot-electron production was observed. The PIC simulations
assumed the same initial plasma parameters. The input thermal electron and ion temperatures were Te = 4 keV and T i =
0.8 keV, respectively, and the plasma density ramped linearly
from 0.12 nc to 0.30 nc, slightly above n c 4 , with a scale length
of 123 n m. A plane-wave, 351-nm-wavelength laser pulse
propagated along the x axis with a nominal intensity of 2.6 #
1015 W/cm2 (the same intensity as at n c 4 in the implosion),
assuming flattop profiles in both time and space. The effect of
SSD was not taken into account in the simulation.
Figures 149.30(a) and 149.30(b) show the calculated longitudinal electric field strength from EPW as a function of time
and distance along the direction of laser propagation. Distinct
differences in the fields are observed. The electromagnetic
wave excites strong EPW over a large region in CH compared
to C. The wave modes survive longer in CH and couple better with thermal electrons because of a larger k vector. As a
result, more hot electrons are generated. Figures 149.30(c) and
149.30(d) compare the calculated signal level of ion-acoustic
waves (IAW’s), showing a stronger damping in CH compared
to C because of the presence of light H ions. The calculated
CE’s into electrons with kinetic energy exceeding 50 keV from
the PIC simulations were 12% and 2% for CH and C, respectively. A possible explanation is that the SRS saturation level
is controlled by the secondary parametric decay or collapse of
the driven plasma wave. The secondary parametric decay has
LLE Review, Volume 149
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been discussed in many papers; the experimental demonstration was reported in Ref. 36. The threshold of the parametric
decay is proportional to the IAW damping rate. In the case of
high IAW damping (with H), the threshold is higher and the
plasma-wave amplitude can grow to a higher level, producing
a stronger SRS signal and a larger number of hot electrons.
Conversely, for a small IAW damping, the SRS is saturated
by the EPW collapse at a lower level, producing large-scale
density modulations and fewer hot electrons. It has been shown
theoretically for a fixed Te and density scale length that a high
IAW damping rate promotes higher hot-electron generation;20
also, theoretical work that studied the nonlinear saturation of
SRS in laser hot spots linked an increased SRS reflectivity with
a higher IAW damping rate.37 The observed close correlation
between SRS and hot-electron production indicates that IAW
damping plays a major role in the CH plasma.
It is expected that the ablator material affects the ablation
pressure in various ways. In general, thermal electron-heat
conduction is lower in higher-Z materials, and we would
expect a reduced mass ablation rate and lower ablation pressure. Based on a simple stationary laser ablation model38 that
neglects radiation and hot electrons, the ablation pressure from
LLE Review, Volume 149

/3
thermal transport is given by p a = t 1c /3 I 2abs
, where t c is the
critical mass density and Iabs is the absorbed laser intensity.
Therefore, the ablation pressure p a + ` A Z i j1/3 depends only
weakly on the ratio of mass number and ionization degree for
fixed laser wavelength and fixed Iabs. The expected increase
in pa from CH to Be is only +7% and even less with respect
to the other materials.19 This experiment demonstrates higher
ablation pressures for CH and SiO2, however, indicating that
other factors such as hot electrons and potentially radiation
transport are more important. Higher-Z materials result in
increased collisional absorption and a higher production of
x-ray radiation. The radiation impinges deeper into the ablator layer than the thermal electrons, creating a double-ablation
front for medium- and high-Z materials.22,39

In conclusion, the experiments demonstrate peculiar differences in hot-electron production in the various ablator materials—especially for CH, which generates the most electrons.
PIC simulations using input parameters from radiation–hydrodynamic simulations reproduce the higher hot-electron production in CH. This is likely caused by a stronger damping of
IAW’s in the CH plasma because of the presence of light H ions.
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